
Abstract. High-resolution, pulsed, and wide-line NMR studies
of fossil coals are reviewed. Coal substance conversion due to
outbursts is discussed. Results on water and methane interac-
tions with coal substance, which provide insight into the dy-
namic characteristics of boundary water, the location of
methane in coal structure, and water and methane's hazard
implications for coal beds (gas- or geodynamic phenomena)
are presented; these are shown to have potential for predicting
and preventing life threatening situations.

1. Introduction

By the late 1960s, the explosive development of solid-state
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy had
allowed its diverse applications in physics, chemistry, and
technology [1].

Solid-state NMR spectroscopy's application to coal
studies has made it possible to control geodynamic phenom-
ena (GP) in coal beds.

In almost all coal basins worldwide, liberation of methane
in coal mines has repetitively led to underground explosions
of methane ± air mixtures resulting in numerous casualties
among miners [2]. The largest number of dead was documen-
ted in Japan in 1942. A methane explosion killed 1549 people

there. In 1974, 439 people were killed in the USA. In 1980,
459 miners were killed in Germany. In 1997, 67 people were
killed inRussia, and in 2000, 80 people were killed inUkraine.
Over the last decades, sudden coal and gas outbursts have
become a factor comparable to regularly occurring natural
calamities killing people and resulting in huge economic
losses. One of the largest accidents took place in the `Yurii
Gagarin' mine of the Donetsk coal basin. Fourteen thousand
five hundred tons of coal instantaneously broke down into the
drift with 900,000 m3 of methane being released [3]. Accord-
ing to the incomplete data, in the twentieth century, around
100,000 miners died from GPs in mines worldwide.

NMR methods have made studies of coal ±water and
coal ±methane interrelationships possible. The models devel-
oped have allowed us to predict outburst initiation and to
explain the formation of outburst-dangerous situations by
tracing changes in coal molecular structure and have led to
the development of safe coal and methane mining practices.

2. The structure of coal

Before analyzing NMR spectra of different coals, let us
briefly consider what coal really comprises. Coal is a complex
natural multicomponent product with a broad spectrum of
chemical composition and physical properties. Its molecular
structure has formed from plant residues by long actions of
biological and chemical factors at high pressures and
temperatures. Coals are graded (see Table 1) according to
the degree of their metamorphization. In present-day coal
science, coal metamorphism, or carbonification, means a
process leading to substantial changes in molecular composi-
tion and properties of fossil coal in the earth's crust. During
metamorphization, the carbon content of coal changes from
78% to 98%. The structure of coal is conventionally divided
into the crystalline part composed of aromatic hydrocarbon
groups and carbon groups (crystallites), and the aliphatic part
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(linked hydrocarbon groups). More than 50 models of coal
structure exist [4].

Since the late 1980s, the prevailing view on coal is that of a
complex polymer structure [5]. Coal's structure comprises a
variety of the types of macromolecules. The simplest poly-
meric molecule (a chain of many covalently bonded atomic
groups) has tens of thousands of links. Chains may consist of
links of different types, being heteropolymers and copoly-
mers. Besides, branched macromolecules are also encoun-
tered. They appear when many chain macromolecules are
linked together in space [6]. The presence of heteroatoms and
a huge diversity of ways of positioning them in a polymer
chain considerably complicates the structure of the coal
macromolecules.

Around defective cross-links of polymer chains, crystal
structures (aromatic carbon) are formed. As the metamor-
phization progresses, the aromatic carbon part grows, with
the aliphatic part diminishing.

Despite the large number of models, they do not describe
the whole diversity of the properties of coals of different
grades or even of the same grade of coals from different beds.
More attention is therefore given to the data on carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen distributions among structural func-
tional groups, the recurring unit positions, and unit bonds [7].
Coal organic matter is assumed to be a set of molecules of
different chemical compositions, connected together by
numerous couplings, with electron donor ± acceptor (EDA)
couplings being the main ones. In coal organic matter, EDA
couplings are brought about by heterogeneity of the electron
density distribution in macromolecules. This is caused by the
presence in coals of various functional groups containing
heteroatoms (O, N, S) and carbon atoms with different
valence electron hybridizations. Separate base units possess
different sets of sections exhibiting electron ± donor and
electron ± acceptor properties. The nature of these sections
depends on the chemical structure of functional groups, their
environment, the macromolecule aromaticity, and the degree
of condensation of aromatic structures. The same functional
groups may be both electron donors and electron acceptors.
This leads to the formation of greater number of EDA
couplings in coal.

NMR studies allow more accurate classification of coals
with close chemical compositions, for even coals of the same
geological age and coals similar in their petrographic and
element compositions may differ with respect to their
structural groups contents.

2.1 Evaluation of the structural properties
of coals from 1H-NMR data
Fossil coals were first studied by applying the NMR
technique by Van Krevelen, Richards and Yorke [4, 8]. In
1H-NMR solid-state spectra, structural hydrogen of dry coal
produces a wide component with the line width DH2 and with
the second momentM 2. The second momentM 2 depends on
the separation between hydrogen atoms in the coal structure.

Hydrogen atoms in an aromatic ring are spaced farther than
those in aliphatic chains, which is why it was found possible to
determine the relationship between aliphatic and aromatic
hydrogen in coals from M 2 measurements. At normal
temperatures (T � 296 K), the lines of Har, Hal, and HOH

nuclei are practically impossible to resolve, but Van Krevelen
showed that at temperatures below 110 K, the second
moments M 2 of the spectra depend on the coal metamorph-
ism [4].

The second moments are conveniently calculated in
practice from the expression [9]

M 2
exp �

c2
P

n fnn
3

3
P

n fnn
; �1�

where c is the scale of partition in the dimensions of a
magnetic field, fn is the ordinate of the nth point, and n is the
horizontal partition number of the spectrum.

Richards and Yorke [8] gave an expression for calculating
the ratioPa of an amount a of hydrogen in aromatic chains to
an amount b of hydrogen in aliphatic groups, depending on
the second momentsM 2:

Pa � a

b
� M 2

al ÿM 2
exp

M 2
exp ÿM 2

ar

; �2�

whereM 2
exp is the second moment of the coal hydrogen NMR

spectra, and M 2
al � 174:2� 103 (A mÿ1)2 and M 2

ar � 61:4�
103 (A mÿ1)2 are the second moments of protons in aliphatic
and aromatic groups, respectively, obtained with the model
compounds.

Since M 2
exp of Donbass fossil coals varies from

147:8� 103 (A mÿ1)2 to 81:2� 103 (A mÿ1)2, when the yield
V g of volatile matter drops from 39% to 5% [10], then,
according to Richards and Yorke, aromatic carbon content
grows from 0.75 to 0.98. That is, when metamorphization
progresses, the coal structure becomes more ordered and the
content of the (aliphatic) side groups reduces.

Since the M 2
exp value changes practically linearly from

147:8� 103 (A mÿ1)2 to 81:2� 103 (A mÿ1)2 when the
carbon content of coal varies from 75% to 95%, then a 1%
increase in carbon content results, on the average, in a
reduction of M 2

exp by 3:2� 103 (A mÿ1)2. The relationship
obtained may be used for estimating the carbon content

C � 75� 147:8� 103M 2
exp

3:2� 103
% :

In practical calculations, M 2
exp is evaluated with an accuracy

of better than 5%, and C magnitude is calculated with an
error none the worse than ��1%�2 [11].

As metamorphization progresses, the fraction Hal of
methyl and methylene hydrogen atoms decreases, and the
fraction Har of aromatic hydrogen increases. The total
organic hydrogen content HO is the sum of aromatic Har,
aliphatic Hal and hydroxyl HOH hydrogens. The hydrogen

Table 1. Coal grades [2]�

Property L G F C SB B A

Volatile matter V g, %
Carbon content, %
Hydrogen content, %

37
78
5.3

35 ë 37
81 ë 85
5.2

28 ë 35
85 ë 88
5.0

18 ë 28
88 ë 89
4.7

14 ë 22
90
4.3

8 ë 18
91 ë 94
3.9

>8
94 ë 98
3.2

� Lì long-êame coal, G ì gas coal, F ì fat coal, C ì coking coal, SB ì sintering baking coal, B ì blind coal, A ì anthracite.
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distribution in Har, Hal, and HOH is calculated by an equation
resulting from the modification of that in Ref. [8]:

M 2
exp �

a1
a1 � a2 � a3

M 2
ar

� a2
a1 � a2 � a3

M 2
al �

a3
a1 � a2 � a3

M 2
OH ; �3�

where a1 � a2 � a3 � 1, and a1, a2, and a3 are the Har, Hal,
and HOH fractions, respectively.

Since HO � Har �Hal �HOH, then one finds

Har � a1HO ; Hal � a2HO ; HOH � a3HO ;

M 2
ar and M 2

al are obtained from the model aromatic and
aliphatic structures.M 2

OH magnitude is practically the same as
that ofM 2

ar�11�:

2.2 The application of 13C-NMR method to coal structure
studies
Following the substantial development of solid-state
13C-NMR technique, more complete and thorough struc-
tural studies of coal became possible. The first results of such
studies were published in 1976 [12].

Since then, solid state NMR is being used to analyze coals
and shales from different fields. The first studies had used
moderate (1.4 ± 2.3 T for 15 ± 25 MHz) magnetic fields and
had therefore produced data of low resolution. The spectra
displayed two absorption maxima corresponding to aliphatic
and aromatic bonds [11].

Improved high-resolution solid-state NMR-spectroscopy
techniques realized in NMR spectrometers with strong
magnetic fields (such as the `Varian' and `Bruker') have
made better resolution of spectral lines possible [13].

Japanese authors [14] studied Australian brown coal
containing 66.1% C, 5.3% H and 27.7% O in the combus-
tible fraction. A Bruker CXP-300 spectrometer with a
resonance frequency 75 MHz and rotor rotational frequency
4 kHz was used, and therefore the spectral resolution
obtained was much higher than in earlier works. Absorption
peaks corresponding to ten carbon-containing compounds
were resolved in the 13C-NMR spectrum (Fig. 1) [14].

The peaks produced by carboxyl (COOH) groups,
oxygen-bound aromatic carbons (Ar ±OH), aromatic car-
bons bound to alkyne ethers (Ar ±OR) of hydroaromatic,
ether, methylene (CH2), and methyl (CH3) groups are
resolved well in the spectra. The spectrum changes dramati-
cally after pyrolysis at 500 �C. In the aliphatic part, the
resonances brought about by methyl and methylene groups
completely disappear. In the aromatic part, the resonance line
intensities increase sharply. These peculiarities are explained
by an increase in aromatic carbon content during pyrolysis.
The absorptionmaximumdue to phenolic carbon remains the
same. It is strong magnetic fields that allow us to get the so
detailed picture of coal structures and detect changes in it
during the process of coal treatment.

The authors of Ref. [15] used a Varian XL-200 NMR
spectrometer to study several brands of New Zealand coals
containing 62 ± 92%C, 4.7 ± 3.9%H, and 28.5 ± 3.9%O. The
13C-NMR spectra of all coals displayed several absorption
peaks, thus confirming the conclusion of the authors of Ref.
[14] that 13C-NMR spectra give more detailed information
about coal structure than its simple classification by aromatic
and aliphatic parts.

2.3 Studies of Donetsk coals
13C-NMR spectra show not only the coal structure changes
caused by various degrees of metamorphism but also the
structural changes in coals of the same class, brought about
by an outburst.

Using a Bruker CXP-200 spectrometer, the 13C-NMR
spectra of the Donetsk basin fossil coals of various degrees of
metamorphization were recorded and the coal molecular
structure differences before and after the outbursts were
investigated [16]. The measurements were taken at room
temperature. The operating frequency ran into 200 MHz. A
standard technique of cross-polarization with a sample
rotation at a magic angle was used. The mushroom-shaped
rotor was made of deuterated plastic. The rotor rotational
frequency ran into 3.5 kHz. The 90-degree polarizing pulse
was 12� 10ÿ6 s long. The polarization transfer time reached
2� 10ÿ3 s. The phase of the first (polarizing) pulse changed
180� at each subsequent scanning, with the free induction
decay polarity being inverted simultaneously. Thus, the
overall signal was free from coherent errors. The repetition
rate amounted to 512. The scanning time equalled 1 s.

The coal grades F (C=84.8%), C (C=88.5%), B
(C=89.7%), and A (C=92.2%) were studied. The spectra

COOH
ROHAr ëOH

Ar ëOH

Ar* ëOR

1

2

3

C O C

OCH3

CH2

OH
(OR)Ar* ëC

Ar ëH ��

OH

Ar* ëC

Ar* ëC

Ar ëH

Ar ëH

��

250

d, ppm
200 150 100 50 0

Figure 1. The spectra of Yallourn coal [14]: 1 Ð fossil coal; 2 Ð coal

annealed at 773 K; 3Ð coal annealed at 1073 K.
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comprised four peaks. Some functional groups were identi-
fied by their chemical shifts (relative to the model com-
pounds) [16]. The strongest absorption maximum attributed
to heteroaromatic and aromatic hydrocarbons fell on
126 ppm. Carbon atoms are linked to oxygen, nitrogen, and
sulfur heteroatoms through bridge bonds and exhibit absorp-
tion in a 72 ppm area. The absorption in the 18 and 20 ppm
ranges is due to the presence ofmethyl-group carbon atoms in
coal. In grade F coals, a peak at 30 ppm is caused by the
presence of larger number of carbon atoms in methyl groups
and methylene bridge groups, which are bound to nitrogen
and halogen atoms. Absorption in the 176 ± 200 ppm range is
related to the presence of carbonyl groups of aldehydes and
amide groups in coal.

Figure 2 [17] depicts the 13C-NMR spectrum of a grade B
coal saturated with methane. Besides four absorption peaks
attributed to coal organic, an absorbed methane peak is also
present. The chemical shift of absorbed methane varies from
ÿ4:2 ppm in the L grade to ÿ9:3 ppm in the A grade. The
chemical shift of gaseousmethane is equal toÿ11:5 ppm. The
chemical shift of the first molecular layer varies fromÿ7 ppm
to �5 ppm [18].

NMR spectra of coal samples taken from stable regions
(pillars) of a bed and from outbursts of the same bed proved
to be considerably different. In outburst coals, the spectral
line intensities in the 127 ppm range are reduced, pointing to
detachment of light hydrocarbons attached to the aromatic
part of coal [16]. Significant reductions of 20 ppm and 73 ppm
absorption maxima indicate a decline in the number of
aliphatic chains due to many bond disruptions during out-
bursts. Natural coal exhibits the main properties of polymers
[19]. Polymer deformations, for instance, result in molecular
restructuring and are accompanied by gas releases. By
drawing an analogy between breakages of polymers and
coals, the authors of Ref. [17] conclude that coal structure
disruption during an outburst is accompanied by methane
production. This explains the huge release of methane during
outbursts, exceeding the effective methane capacity of the
bed. This was somewhat later confirmed in Refs [20, 21].

3. Humidification of coal beds
as a means of outbursts prevention

3.1 The coal porosity
In coal research, one needs to account for the water and gases
(CH4, CO2, heavy hydrocarbons) that coal is saturated with.
Gases and water are by-products of the process of coal

substance formation (coalification). During coalification,
starting plant cells lose some hydrogen and oxygen in the
form of water, methane, and other gases. Characteristically,
methane dominates the Donetsk coals. The pressure of the
upper rocks and the released gaseous products produced a
peculiar disperse structure of fossil coals with pores and
cracks spanning the size range of seven orders of magnitude:
from methane (0.414 nm) and water molecular sizes to cracks
that are several millimeters wide. Pores differ from cracks in
that their sizes in all three dimensions are comparable. A
crack size measured in one directionmay differ from its size in
the other two directions by several orders of magnitude. Pores
play an important role in the coal structure and are classified
into three groups with quite different properties: micropores
(less than 1nm in diameter), intermediate pores (from 1nm to
10 nm), and macropores (over 10 nm across). Pores are
divided into open pores (connected to each other and to the
exterior surface of mineral) and closed pores (not connected
to the exterior surface).

Research into coal porosity and the related sorptive
properties is of practical importance, because the main
problems of coal mining are how to prevent sudden out-
bursts and to fight with explosions of the air ±methane
mixtures of gas and coal. These problems are related to the
amounts of water that is already present in the coal and
artificially pumped to the coal masses, to various surfactants,
and to the amount and the phase state of the methane.

Consider the effects of water and surfactants on coals
of different degrees of metamorphization. Academician
S A Khristianovich et al. [22] mathematically described the
development of the outburst-dangerous situation in a coal
bed by intergrowth of gas-filled pores and cracks. It was
proven that even with due account of the mean gas pressure,
the cracks intergrowing in a bed at the instant of the pressure
relief of strained coal in the vicinity of the working face may
lead to the development of rupture planes behind the
squeezing zone, parallel to the face and filled with gas Ð
that is, to an outburst-dangerous situation. The required
surfactants must, upon their introduction in the coal masses,
ensure the development of cracks through the involvement of
the rock pressure due to the Rebinder effect. Since cracks in
an intact coal bed are randomly distributed and there is no
dominant bearing pressure, they will equiprobably develop in
all directions.

When the second working face approaches a surfactant-
treated zone, gas drains in the channel network and is locked
in dead-end pores due to the higher sorptive ability of coal to
water than to methane. Besides, the introduction of surfac-
tant solutions plastifies the coal bed and increases the
squeezing zone. In other words, the probability of the
occurrence of an outburst event is lower [23, 24].

The effectiveness of the humidification as a way to fight
with gas and coal outbursts depends on adsorbed (physically
bound to the coal surface) water, not on the total amount of
water pumped into the bed. Only physically bound water
affects the strength of coal, its gasodynamic properties, and
its potential for outburst [25, 26].

3.2 Water physically adsorbed by coal
Physical adsorption shows itself in the increase of a substance
(water, in our case) concentration on a surface of solid body
(on the surface of a coal pore), resulting from the substance
attractionandretentionataphaseboundarybyVanderWaals
forces. Physically adsorbed molecules keep their chemical

200 100 0 ÿ100
d, ppm

dmeth � ÿ11.5

dt � ÿ6.1COOH
ëCH2 ëOë
ëCH2 ëNë

ëCH3 ëCH4

Ar ëC

Ar ëH

Figure 2. The 13C-NMR spectrum of methane-saturated coal of grade L

[17].
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identities and adsorption is reversible. The nature of the
surface greatly influences the character of intermolecular
interactions and the boundary phase properties.

Since the fundamental thermodynamics work of Gibbs
[27] much attention has been paid to the problem of fluid
structure at interfaces. Due to its unique properties, water
occupies a special place in fluids and the problem of water
structure at interfaces has always interested scientists [28].
Numerous studies in this field have shown that water
structural and dynamic properties at an interface are
significantly different from those of the bulk fluid [29, 30]. It
is worth noting that boundary layers are formed not only by
adsorbed water but by all fluids [31]. However, the polymer-
like structure of water and the presence of cooperative
network of hydrogen bonds affect the boundary phase
properties. Research on how the nature of intermolecular
interactions and the type of surface influence interface
properties has also begun to play an important role.

In earlier studies of bound water, the boundary layers
were assumed to be fairly thick, namely, 102ÿ103 nm [32].
These values were later found to be significantly overesti-
mated. Some researchers supposed that the boundary layer
thickness db does not exceed � 10ÿ100 nm [33], but in
subsequent studies db was shown unlikely to exceed 1 ± 2 nm
[34]. One of the characteristic features of the water boundary
layer is the orientation ordering of water molecules near the
interface that gives rise, particularly, to the surface potential
jump [28].

The work by Rideal [35], De Boer [36], and his disciples
[37] played a major role in the development of views on
adsorbed molecule motion. Out of various models for the
monomolecular adsorption layer, De Boer [36] has chosen
two extreme cases of the localized adsorption and the
delocalized adsorption. The localized adsorption model
implies that adsorbed molecules are strongly bound to the
adsorption centers; they do not possess translational degrees
of freedom and vibrate neither in a transverse nor in a
longitudinal direction to the surface. It was repeatedly
stressed [36] that the localized character of adsorption does
not mean that the adsorbed molecules always remain at rest.
The mere fact of gas ± adsorption layer equilibrium points to
the transverse molecular motion, not to mention the long-
itudinal molecular motion.

Adsorbed molecules migrate across the surface by jump-
ing from one adsorption center to another. The Frenkel
equation [38] links the molecule residence time tc in one
sectionwith themolecular activation energyV0 for amolecule
executing a jump-like motion across the surface:

tc � t0 exp

�
V0

RT

�
; �4�

where t0 is a constant related to the vibration period of the
adsorbed molecule. The quantity V0 is the difference
between the heat of molecular adsorption on a surface
active center and that onto the surface section between two
active centers. Therefore, V0 is significantly lower than the
heat of adsorption Q. For physical adsorption by hydro-
philic (polar) surfaces, the V0 value is usually 1/3 ± 1/2 of
Q5 40 kJ molÿ1 [39]. This is considerably greater than
the thermal motion energy RT � 2:4 kJ molÿ1 at
T � 290ÿ295 K. The molecule residence time tc therefore
exceeds the vibration period t0 being of the order of 10ÿ13 s
but is known to be shorter than the adsorption time t.

Examples given in Refs [36, 39] show that for the physical
adsorption by polar adsorbents the t=tc ratio is� 5000. If V0

is lower than the energy of thermal motion, then the adsorbed
molecules freely move across the surface in two directions.
The adsorption layers composed of such molecules behave
like a two-dimensional gas. In this case, adsorption is
described by the delocalized model. According to De Boer
[36], the adsorbed molecules maintain the rotational and two
translational degrees of freedom at the ideal delocalized
adsorption.

The surface of polar adsorbents is usually heterogeneous
with respect to its energy [40]. As heterogeneity increases, the
distribution of molecules among different adsorption centers
is no longer equiprobable, and the impact of the combinatory
term in the total entropy of adsorption is reduced. In other
words, no model may account for all the diversity of
peculiarities for real adsorption systems [41].

When analyzing the adsorption entropy of real systems,
the reduction in the number of rotational degrees of freedom
is also taken into consideration along with the partial or full
translational immobility of adsorbed molecules, because the
surface produces a potential barrier that restricts molecular
rotations. In the context of the results discussed above one
should note that at any hydrophilic surface water molecules
are adsorbed in localized mannerÐ that is, they interact with
the surface polar groups.

Over time, scientists have paid more attention to the
research on water adsorption onto the surfaces of hydro-
phobic materials [42, 43]. Almost all hydrophobic adsorbents
have hydrophilic adsorption centers on their surfaces. Their
active centers are various p-bonds, lone electron pairs, small-
radius cations, oxygen-containing groups, and CH, CH2, and
CH3 radicals. It is the hydrophilic centers that primarily
adsorb water molecules. This results in localized water
adsorption on coals with a small degree of surface filling.

However, no data on the molecular state of water
adsorbed by hydrophobic adsorbents with different concen-
trations and polarities of their hydrophilic centers exist in the
literature. This is to some extent related to the experimental
difficulties of measuring the number of hydrophilic groups on
the hydrophobic adsorbent surfaces by techniques that are
independent of the water adsorption measurements, not to
mention the difficulties in the intentional production of
specific adsorption centers of different polarities on the
surfaces of such adsorbents.

Among the instrumental methods for researching the
structure and dynamics of boundary water, the broad-band
NMR and the pulse NMR stand out. These methods are
widely used for studies of the water state in various
heterogeneous systems [44, 45].

3.3 1H-NMR wide-line spectroscopy of fossil coals
In wide-line NMR spectrometers, the modulation (autodyne)
method is often used for raising the sensitivity and accuracy of
measurements. The polarizing magnetic field H0 is super-
imposed by the oscillating field Hm cosot. To avoid NMR
spectral aberrations [46], the oscillating field amplitude M
must be within the following range

DH
10

4M4
DH
2

; �5�
where DH is the spectral line width.

The resulting NMR spectra of coal-water, coal-methane,
and coal-water-methane systems are the first derivatives
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(Fig. 3b) of the absorption lines (Fig. 3a) and consist of two
superimposed lines, a narrow line and a wide line. Hydrogen
atoms inherent in coal structure give rise to the wide line, and
the hydrogen of water and methane gives rise to the narrow
line. The quantity DH depends on the 1H nuclei mobilities in
the system in question. The line widths DH1 and DH2 of the
narrow and wide components of an NMR spectrum,
respectively, are different by an order of magnitude, for in
real materials atomic nuclei interact with each other and with
other carriers of magnetic moments (other atomic nuclei,
atomic electron shells, paramagnetic ions, etc.) in thematerial
and, therefore, the external constant magnetic field H0 is
supplemented by local magnetic fieldsHi. Thus, the magnetic
fieldH � H0 �Hi acts on any atomic nucleus.Hi depends on
the surrounding atom mobilities [48]. In fluids and gases, the
internal magnetic fields always fluctuate, therefore, Hi is
small and the resonance lines are sharp in fluids and,
especially, in gases. The resonance line widths DH1 of the
adsorbed water andmethane vary from 0.079 to 119.4 Amÿ1,
depending on nucleus mobilities, and the spectral line width
(DH2� relevant to coal organics varies from 437.7 A mÿ1 to
517.3 A mÿ1, depending on the degree of metamorphization.

Themodulating field amplitudesM are therefore different
for a wide and narrow components of NMR spectra. The
value of M � 35:0 A mÿ1 is used for obtaining a general
spectrum of a coal ± fluid system. In this case, the narrow line
width DH1 is deliberately distorted, but an opportunity
appears for tracking the relative changes of both components
of an NMR spectrum (see Fig. 3). The modulating field
amplitude amounts to 8.0 A mÿ1, when determining the true
line width of the narrow spectral component.

The intensities I1 and I2 of the NMR spectral lines depend
on the number of nuclei in resonance and on their mobilities.
At the same number of resonating nuclei, I will differ at
various mobilities [49].

The studies of water physically adsorbed on fossil coals
began half a century ago [47, 50 ± 52]. The dependence of the
water adsorption on the degree of coalmetamorphization was
analyzed for all grades of Donbass coals. The work was done
on naturally and artificially moistened coals [53, 54].

Adsorption centers appearing in different grades of coal
(the degree of carbonification is changed) are shown to
possess different energetics [47]. DH1 values relevant to
adsorbed water in the first monolayer decrease as the
metamorphization progresses (Table 2), with L grade coal
(the first in a row of fossil coals) having the maximum DH1

value, and anthracites having the minimal value.
The value of DH1 decreases as the number of adsorbed

layers grows. During artificial humidification of previously
dried and degassed coals, the initial value of the natural
moisture content is achieved. Since coal is hydrophobic, it is
almost impossible to increase the coal moisture content above
the natural value. For instance, the natural moisture content
of the outburst-dangerous grade C (coking) and F (fat) coals
is not high: W � 0:9ÿ1:3%. When artificial humidification
of a bed is used as a means of fighting with outbursts, the
effectiveness of humidification indeed depends on the
quantity of physically adsorbed water. For instance, the
value ofW in a grade F coal must be equal to 2.0% [55].

The action of physically adsorbed water manifests itself in
both wedging and weakening intermolecular bonds among
coal particles at microcrack mouths. At the maximum
moisture content, the sorptive forces of water interaction
with a solid surface are able to convert coal mass into a plastic
state and thus exclude the hazard of sudden outbursts.
Therefore, the amount of coal-adsorbed water is one of the
main indicators of the outburst-dangerous condition of a
bed [56].

To determine the amount of adsorbed water needed for
conversion from brittle to ductile fracture, the fracture of
coals of different grades with different adsorbed-water
content was studied and the outburst conditions were
emulated using an experimental facility of uneven three-
component compression. The water-containing specimens
were 50 mm cubes [25]. The outburst conditions were
emulated by varying the stresses s1, s2, and s3. It was found
[26] that, depending on the coal grade, outbursts do not take
place at a moisture content of 2 ± 3%. Further moisture
content increase is not rational. Extensive underground
research [24] in different geological conditions confirmed
that the given content of physically bound water is enough
for the reduction of outburst-hazardous situations in coal
beds.

3.4 Effects of surfactants
on the adsorptive properties of coals
To prevent coal and gas outbursts, the regional method
consisting in the preliminary humidification of beds through
the deep shaftwells is employed.Here, a bed prone to outburst
is in advance converted to the outburst-safe state in the treated
zone. But the preliminary humidification by pumping water is
limited only to beds with extensive fissuring and, therefore,
good permeability. Generally, coal beds are hardly soaked
with water. This is due to coal hydrophobicity and high water
surface tension K � 7:3� 10ÿ3 J mÿ2, thus making deep
water penetration into the porous coal space impossible.

Table 2.The dependence of the narrow line widthDH1 of NMR spectra on
the coal grade [47]�

Coal grade L F C B A

DH1, A mÿ1 43.0 39.8 35.8 32.6 18.3

� Lì long-êame, F ì fat, C ì coking, B ì blind, A ì anthracite.

3 1

5

6
4

2
DH1

I 1

I 2

DH2

a

b

Figure 3. An NMR absorption line of a fluid-containing solid (a), and the

first derivative of the absorption line (b) [47]: 1 Ð absorption spectrum;

2 Ð the first derivative of the absorption spectrum; 3 Ð the wide

component of the absorption spectrum; 4 Ð the wide component of the

first derivative of the absorption spectrum; 5Ð the narrow component of

the absorption spectrum; 6Ðthe narrow component of the first derivative

of the absorption spectrum. I1 and I2 Ð intensities, DH1 and DH2 are the

widths of the narrow and wide lines in an NMR spectrum, respectively.
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Adding surfactants to water is one way to facilitate the
humidification of coals. Presence of surfactants in water
reduces its surface tension to K � 1:5�10ÿ3 J mÿ2, thus
significantly increasing the penetration of water into a coal
bed. Since the early 1960s, surfactants have been used for
improving water penetration into coal masses. But at the
present moment, this problem is not completely solved. The
reason for this lies in the impossibility of selecting one kind of
surfactant for all coal grades [57]. Sometimes, the same
surfactant works differently on the same coal grade in
different mines. Besides, the cost of surfactants is quite high
and this results in higher expenses for antioutburst measures.
Therefore, surfactants are chosen out of new and existing
ones for their good effectiveness at low concentrations.

To solve this problem there were chosen surfactants
among those preliminary analyzed at the Kiev Institute of
Colloid Chemistry and Water Chemistry of the Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences; these surfactants considerably reduce
water surface tension at concentrations 0.01%±0.1%.

The most effective and cheapest surfactant is sulfanol. As
soon as 24 hours after the coal treatment with 0.5% sulfanol
solution, the adsorbed water content increases from the
natural 0.95%±1.3% to 2.5% [58]. This happens because
the surfactant radicals group around the pore adsorption
centers and themselves become adsorption centers for water
molecules. In these conditions, the new centers possess higher
activation energies than the initial centers. It is clearly seen
from theNMR spectra. TheNMR spectral line widthsDH1 sur

of the surfactant solution are greater than DH1w of water at
the same water content (see Table 3) [58]. This points to
stronger binding of water to adsorption centers under the
usage of surfactants.

The two-to-three-fold improvement in the plastic proper-
ties of coals with the elevated adsorbed moisture content to
2.0%±2.5% allowed us to develop a procedure of preventive
humidification of coal beds by aqueous surfactant solution
for coal and gas outburst prevention [54, 58]. By using
preventive humidification of coal beds with the surfactant
solutions and by synchronousNMR-based control of the coal
moisture content it was possible to make the most outburst-
hazardous Donbass beds safeer and thus to mine them [18].

4. Mechanisms of moistened coal adsorption
at low temperatures

The wide-line NMRmethod allows one to estimate the effects
of the porous structure and active surface adsorption centers
on the activation energy V0 and correlation times tc. The
method is easier than, for example, measurements of the
entropy in a wide range of temperatures [59], dielectric losses
at various frequencies, and the nuclear quadruple resonance
(NQR) frequency [60].

Using the approximate theory of Bloembergen, Purcell,
and Pound [61], information about the changes in correlation
time tc characterizing the water molecule mobility were
obtained from experimental data on low-temperature broad-

ening of NMR lines in the spectra of adsorbed water.
According to Waugh and Fedin [62], the molecular correla-
tion time tc and the line widths DH and DH0 at the given
temperature and at the temperature of the rigid lattice,
respectively, are related by

�DH�2 � 2�DH0�2
p

arctan
agDH
oc

; �6�

where DH0 is the `frozen' lattice line width; a � 8 ln 2;
g � 4258 sÿ1 Oeÿ1, and oc � 2p=tc is the molecular re-
orientation frequency.

From here, the expression for the correlation time may be
given as

tc � 2p
agDH

tan

�
p
2

�
DH
DH0

�2�
: �7�

The low-temperature dependences of the line widths and
the second moments were obtained for several coal grades in
Refs [18, 63] (see Figs 4, 5). Low-temperatureNMR spectra of
coals are characterized by different temperatures of the phase
transitions of the adsorbed water from the liquid to the
crystal-like state for different coal grades (Fig. 6) [18]. The

Table 3. The dependence of DH1 of grade C coals on water content [58].

W, % 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.7

DH1, A mÿ1 (water) 33.4 27.8 ì ì

DH1, ¡ Ïÿ1 (surfactant) 58.1 47.7 42.9 39.8
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phase transition happens not sharply but continuously due to
the firstly freezing of molecules less tightly bound to the
surface. As shown by Blokh [64], two or three monolayers
closest to the surface maintain their mobility down to rather
low temperatures, when the rotational motion freezes. For
anthracites, the transition begins at 183 K, for coals with
V g � 26% it begins at a temperature of 158 K, and for coals
with V g � 39% it begins at 233 K.

According to the Waugh ±Fedin equation [62], the
potential barrier V0 of the retarded motion is simply given by

V0 � 155:4T kJmolÿ1 ; �8�

where T is the phase transition temperature.
The maximal V0 value of 40.74 kJ molÿ1 is reached in

coals with a volatile V g � 39%, and the minimal value of
28.43 kJmolÿ1 in anthracites (V g � 5%). Thus, water
molecules are most tightly bound to the surface adsorption
centers of coals at the medium stage of metamorphization. As
follows from Eqn (7), the molecular correlation time tc in
coals with V g � 39% equals 2:8� 10ÿ5 s at 233 K, in coals
with V g � 26% the same time is achieved already at 253 K,
and in anthracites withV g � 5%, the correlation time is equal
to 3:1� 10ÿ5 s at 173 K.

According to the De Boer classification, adsorption in
coals of low and medium stage metamorphization belongs to
localized adsorption. In anthracites, the water adsorption is
closer to the delocalized adsorption.

5. Studies of porous coal structures
by the pulse NMR method

The successful application of pulsed NMRmethod to studies
of physically adsorbedwater in coals is first of all explained by
the fact that the correlation time of molecular processes in
boundary water is generally longer than that in bulk water
(tc � 3� 10ÿ12 s) and falls into themaximum-sensitivity time
interval of pulsed NMR, which ranges from 10ÿ11 s to 10ÿ6 s.
Experimental data on spin ± lattice (T1) and spin ± spin (T2)
relaxation times furnish an opportunity to obtain useful
information about the dynamic characteristics of boundary
water and, in particular, to calculate the molecular correla-
tion times.

In addition, the NMR relaxation method proves to have a
good potential for studying the porosity of coals, since the T1

and T2 quantities depend on the size, volume, and surface
area of the pores and the extent of their filling [65].

Studying pore structure in coals is rather complicated due
to the heterogeneity of the pores: micro- and macropores are
present at the same time [66]. Although the largest amount of
data has come so far from 1H-NMR experiments, consider-
able difficulties still exist in interpreting T1 and T2 values for
protons [65, 67, 68]. Therefore, silica gels have been used as
the model adsorbent.

In the papers [69 ± 71], the spin ± spin relaxation timeT2 of
water molecules adsorbed on silica gels with 0.9 nm, 0.25 nm,
1.4 nm, and 6.5 nm pores and also in coals of different grades
(L, B, and A) was measured.

The T2 value for water protons was measured at
T � 298 K and on a frequency of 20 MHz. A two-pulse
method was applied (90� < t < 180�). For measuring relaxa-
tion times shorter than 160� 10ÿ3 s, minimum delay time t
was approximately 100� 10ÿ3 s; t was sometimes reduced to
60� 10ÿ3 s.

To measure T2 under a slowly changing magnetic field,
the 1H-NMR spectra were recorded at different times t of the
delay between 90-degree and 180-degree pulses. The depen-
dence of the NMR line amplitudes on the delay time t is
described by the following exponential formula

A � A0 exp

�
ÿ 2t
T2

�
: �9�

Using this formula, T2 can be calculated.
InRef. [70], amodel for the calculation of the thickness (h)

of a monomolecular layer of adsorbed water was proposed.
The model implies that the water adsorbed by a piece of coal
can be divided into surface layer (so-called monolayer) that
directly interacts with the surface of a solid, and the bulk
water [72 ± 76]. Based on this model it is assumed that a short-
range interaction takes place between the pores' surfaces and
water molecules in the monolayer, as well as between the
monolayer and the remaining (bulk) water. Therefore, the
equation for the spin ± spin relaxation rate can be written as
follows:

1

T2
� v

vs

1

Ts
� vÿ vs

v

1

Tb
; �10�

where Ts and Tb stand for the transverse relaxation times for
surface and bulk water, respectively (the subscript `2' is
omitted for convenience), v is the volume of fluid in the
pore, and vs is the volume of fluid in the surface layer around
the pore. It is suggested here that Ts 5Tb, and the thickness
of the layer h is close to the intermolecular distance by an
order of magnitude, due to the fact that interaction between
water molecules and the walls of the pore is of the nuclear
dipole ± dipole type with the strength being proportional
to rÿ3.

As a result of simple rearrangements, the following
dependence can be obtained:

T2 � v

vs
Ts

�
1� vÿ vs

v

Ts

Tb

�ÿ1
: �11�

Taking into account that Ts 5Tb , one finds

T2 � v

vs
Ts : �12�
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Figure 6. The dependence of the liquid ± crystal-like phase transition

temperature T of adsorbed water on the coal volatile matter V g [18].
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If a sample possesses only the same-sized pores and they
are homogeneously filled with fluid, then the induced nuclear
magnetization will exponentially decay in time, with the
transverse relaxation time being equal to

T2 � V

Vs
Ts ; �13�

where V is the volume of fluid in the sample, and Vs is the
volume of fluid in the surface layers of all pores. Equation (13)
is valid only for V5Vs. If local ratios Ts=Tb considerably
vary due to the heterogeneous distribution of fluid, or due to
the different sizes of pores, or if the condition of fast inter-
molecular exchange is not being met, then the resulting T2

values will be distinct in different parts of the sample. In this
case, the nuclear magnetization will not decay exponentially,
being in reality a sum of exponential dependences with
different T2 values. In this case, formula (13) would give the
average value of T2.

Supposing the liquid volume in a sample is gradually
reduced to V � VS (VS is the volume of the first monolayer)
and taking into account that VS � hS (S being the total
surface area of pores in the sample), equation (13) can be
rewritten as

T2 � V

S

TS

h
: �14�

It is implied that the surface area of the mono-molecular
layer is identical in value to the total surface area of pores Ð
that is, no dry pores appear as the sample dries up.

According to equations (13) and (14), the relaxation time
is proportional to the volume of water contained in the
sample. To verify the above dependences obtained theoreti-
cally, following experimental data were analyzed. The
dependence of the relaxation time T2 on the relative moisture
content of the sample, i.e., on the V=V0 ratio, was plotted,
whereV is the current volume of water in the sample, andV0 is
the maximum water volume (when all the pores are filled to
the top), obviously equal to the total volume of pores.

Figure 7 shows the experimentally obtained dependence
of T2 on the relative water content of silica gels with pores
0.9 nm in radius [69]. Experimental data were approximated
by two straight lines. The line for higher volumes follows the
theoretical dependence (13) and passes through the origin of
the coordinates. At low water content in the sample, T2

changes due to the reduction in the number of water

molecules in the first monomolecular layer, with water
molecules interactions and correlation times being changed
[65].

The experimental data at low moisture content in the
sample were arbitrarily approximated with a straight line.
The intersection point of the two straight lines should be
considered as the boundary of the virtual monolayer. All
approximations described above were made by means of
minimization of the root-mean-square error. As can be seen
from the graph (Fig. 7), there is a quite good correlation
between experimental data and theoretical dependence (13).

Using equation (13), the transverse (spin ± spin) relaxa-
tion time for a fully filled monolayer was calculated from the
graph to be equal to T2 � 200� 10ÿ6 s, and the amount of
water that fully fills up the monomolecular layer was
determined to be VS � 0:31V0, or VS � 6:6� 10ÿ5 m3 kgÿ1,
giving the thickness of the layer h � 0:103 nm.

The dependence of the spin ± spin relaxation time T2 on
the relative water content for silica gel with pores 1.4 nm in
radius is depicted in Fig. 8. This dependence is similar to the
previous one, and everything said above about the behavior
of T2 for the 0.9-nm silica gel applies to it as well (apart from
the numerical values). An even better correlation between the
experimental data and theoretical dependence (13) can be
noticed; however, at the water content on the boundary
between the first and the second monomolecular layers,
most experimental data appear under the theoretical line.
Using the experimental data and formula (13), the following
values have been obtained: VS � 0:11V0, i.e., VS � 4:2�
10ÿ5 m3 kgÿ1, and h � 0:084 nm. The spin ± spin relaxation
time for a fully occupied monomolecular layer was also
calculated to be T2 � 170� 10ÿ6 s.

The calculated thicknesses of the first water monomole-
cular layer are approximately one third of the water molecule
size. This fact cannot be simply explained by neglecting the
curvature of pore surfaces when determining h. To prove this,
an additional nuclear magnetic relaxation test was made for
water adsorbed in a porous glass (with pores 1.75 nm in
radius). The value of h � 0:3 nm was obtained while the
spin ± spin relaxation time for the first monomolecular layer
was T2 � 1:1� 10ÿ3 s [65]. The lower-than-expected h values
obtained may be explained by the fact that water molecules in
the surface layer are not evenly distributed over the whole
geometrical surface, but tend to congregate around OH
groups [77, 78]. This assumption goes well together with the
lowmeasured values forTS, caused by the stronger binding of
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water molecules to surface OH groups in silica gel [73].
Assuming that one molecule of water is bound to one OH
group [77] and recalculating the relative volume of the
monolayer (i.e., per unit of surface area) it was found that
3.5 and 2.8 hydroxyl groups, on the average, are figured to
occupy each 1 nm2 of silica gel surface with pores 0.9 and
1.4 nm in radius, respectively.

The above-described technique was employed to study
the properties of moistened coals of different grades: long-
flame (V g� 39:0%), blind (V g� 9:0%), and anthracite
(V g� 5:0%). The highest adsorption capacity is found
among long-flame coals, their water content being some-
times as high as 13%.

The relaxation time T2 of water protons at a certain
moisture content was determined from the decay of nuclear
magnetization at the same moisture content using a fitting
curve which is a sum of two exponents:

A � a exp

�
ÿ 2t
T2y

�
� b exp

�
ÿ 2t
T2

�
; �15�

where T2y stands for the relaxation time of coal protons, a is a
constant, b and T2 are variables, and t is the delay time
between 90-degree and 180-degree pulses. The b value is
linearly dependent on the moisture content. Fitting was
done until the minimum root-mean-square error was
achieved.

The dependence of the relaxation time T2 on the water
content for long-flame coals with a naturally presentmoisture
content of 13.6% (see Fig. 9) is not linear, too and can be
approximated by two straight lines. As water content passes
overW � 7:5%, the slope of the approximation line changes,
which means that water present in coal in smaller amounts is
likely to form amonolayer. The spin ± spin relaxation time for
a fully filled monomolecular of water was calculated to be
T2 �120�10ÿ6 s, and the adsorption capacity of the mono-
layer was l � 2:31 mol kgÿ1. This correlates the existing data
obtained earlier for long-flame coals using the adsorption
isotherm technique [79].

For anthracites with V g � 9:0%, the spin ± spin relaxa-
tion time T2 for coals with the different moisture content was
also determined using a fitting curve; however, instead of a
constant value of T2y, which was 25� 10ÿ6 s for the given
sample, a varying constantT �2y was utilized because otherwise
the experimental curve of nuclear magnetization decay could
not be approximated by a sum of two exponential curves with
the sufficient accuracy throughout the whole range of
moisture content. The values of T �2y and T2 obtained for

different moisture contents of the A grade coal are given in
Table 4 [70].

The effect of varying constant T2y in the first exponent of
equation (15), characterizing the decay of nuclear magnetiza-
tion of coal protons, could be explained as follows. In
addition to open pores, closed ones are also present in coals,
their total volume (for example, in anthracites) being
comparable to that of open pores and sometimes exceeding
it [79 ± 81]. Open pores are those connected to the outer
surface of a coal sample and they allow different fluids and
gases to rather quickly penetrate and exit the coal mass.
Closed pores of fossil coals are not connected by transport
channels with the outer surface of the coal sample, and water
molecules can only escape from such pores by means of solid
diffusion, which is normally a very slow process.

Supposing that somewater adsorbed by coal is confined in
closed pores and no rapid molecular exchange between it and
the water in open pores is taking place, the former should
contribute to the total NMR signal of the sample. Closed
pores can be very different in size Ð from rather small ones
containing very few molecules of water, to rather large ones
with significant amount of bulk water with a few molecular
layers covering the pore surfaces. Thus, the relaxation time for
water protons in different pores will vary from values close to
T2y to those close to T2 which is the relaxation time for water
protons in open pores. Closed pores that are initially filled
completely would also lose water in the course of the drying
process, but with some delay in time relative to open pores.
Amplitudes of signals coming from water in closed pores
would gradually go down, and so would the relaxation times
of those signals. Time T �2y in the first exponent of equation
(15), which approximates a sum of two exponents (of which
one is for coal protons, and the other is for water protons in
closed pores), would slowly reduce approaching to T2y.

In the case of blind coal (with V g � 9:0%), the fully filled
monomolecular layer corresponds to its moisture content of
2.2%, and at the higher moisture contents T2 shows linear
dependence on it. The adsorption capacity of the monomole-
cular layer equals l � 0:55 mol kgÿ1. The relaxation time for
a fully filledmonolayer isT2 � 180� 10ÿ6 s. The dependence
of the spin ± spin relaxation time T2 on the coal moisture
content is illustrated in Fig. 10 [70].

For anthracite with V g � 5:0%, the data were obtained
using the continuous method. Measured line widths were
utilized for calculating the time T2, assuming the Lorentzian
shape of the NMR line. The dependence of spin ± spin
relaxation time plotted against coal moisture content (see
Fig. 11 [71]) proved to be typically linear at high moisture
values with a deviation from the straight line when the
moisture content was equal to W � 0:9%, corresponding to
the fully filled monolayer. Time T2 for a fully filled
monolayer was 80� 10ÿ6 s, and the monolayer capacity
l � 0:28 mol kgÿ1.

The results obtained from the study of silica gels as a
model make possible the determination of the adsorption
capacity of the virtual monolayer in fossil coals [69].
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Figure 9. Dependence of the spin ± spin relaxation time on the percentage

of moisture content in grade L coal [70].

Table 4. The calculated spin ± spin relaxation times for water and coal
protons [70].

W,% 5.80 5.74 4.60 4.35 4.07 2.94 2.65 2.05

T2, 10ÿ6 s 482 447 384 360 325 203 233 190

T �2y, 10
ÿ6 s 36.0 35.5 34.0 31.5 30.0 28.5 27.5 27.5
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6. Application of NMR to analyzing
coal ±methane systems

Coal field methane is often used as a nontraditional energy
source for practical purposes. In the full course of metamor-
phization, as coal gradually transforms from low-quality
lignite to anthracite, up to 200 m3 of methane is produced
per ton of coal mass. While most of the methane diffuses into
surrounding minerals and eventually passes through the
ground into the outer air, a considerable part of it remains
in the coal beds, the exact quantity varying from 10 to
45 m3 tÿ1. The industrial extraction of methane incidentally
with mining the major mineral (coal) therefore proves to be
quite profitable [82].

The technique for the methane extraction from coal beds
essentially differs from conventional technologies for extrac-
tion of gas from natural receptacles such as porous sand-
stones, aleurolites, and sands, because their adsorption
properties are very different from those of coal. Sandstones,
siltstones, and sands contain gas in the porous system
comprising micropores, mesopores, and macropores [83].

The coal ±methane system is out of the ordinary. The
problem is that sorption by coal cannot be simply regarded as
methane condensation from the gaseous phase on the pore
surface. First, methane tends to fill all the volume in pores
available in the coal throughout its thickness, and thus
methane adsorption in coal is proportional to the volume of
pores rather than to their surface. Second, as a result of
metamorphization due to combined action of gas pressure
and mechanical loads during the coal formation, methane
deeply penetrated into the coal bed without forming chemical
bonds [84]. Adsorbed methane molecules perfectly fit into

empty spaces in the coal mass. Strictly speaking, in the case of
the coal ±methane system there is no such thing as a clear
boundary between solid and gas phases and thus the concept
of a sorption layer does not work. Such methane was called
`the methane in a solid solution' [85] and it takes about 80%
of all sorbed methane in coal.

The application of classic sorption theories for assessing
the amount of methane in coal and its behavior has been a
mistake made by many researchers. For example, the authors
of Refs [86 ± 88] tried to describe the behavior of methane in
coal assuming it was sorbed on the pore surfaces. However,
due to the reasons mentioned above, the traditional determi-
nation of the amount of methane and its state based on the
sorption isotherm approach introduces large errors into the
results obtained. Models suggested in Refs [88 ± 89] did not
explain why naturally found coking and fat coals (with a
relatively small porosity compared to that of other coal
grades) could contain as much as 35 m3 tÿ1 of methane.

6.1 Methane phase state in fossil coals
The use of wide-line NMR technique has made it possible to
collect a wealth of information on methane behavior in coal
[90 ± 95]. NMR spectra of coal ±methane samples [90] look
very similar to those of water-saturated coals (see Fig. 3) [47].
However, the comparison of narrow-line intensities in NMR
spectra of coal ±methane and coal ±water systems showed
that the intensities of sorbedmethane (I1m) far exceed those of
adsorbed water (I1w), with the percentages of sorbed sub-
stances being the same, because the mobility of sorbed
methane is much higher than that of sorbed water (see
Fig. 12) [93].

For better results and the correct interpretation of
measurements, it is not the values of I1m and I1w that should
be looked at, but rather their ratios to the wide-line intensity
I2. The latter is used as a benchmark, because it remains
invariable for samples of coal of the same grade [90, 93]. The
standard NMR characteristics of water and methane sorbed
by coal allow us to determine just what sorbate is present in a
given sample of coal.

The wide-line NMR technique allows us to distinguish
between methane sorbed in pores from that dissolved in a
solid mass of coal, because molecules of the solid-state
methane are characterized by much lower mobility. Thus,
the migration of methane molecules throughout open pores
(throughout narrowest filtration channels) is characterized by
the diffusion coefficient D � 10ÿ8 m2 sÿ1, while for solid
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Figure 11. Spin ± spin relaxation time versus moisture content for anthra-

cite [71].
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Figure 10. Spin ± spin relaxation time versus moisture content in B grade

coal [70].
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diffusion the coefficientDm wasmeasured to be in the interval
of 10ÿ12 to 10ÿ16 m2 sÿ1, depending on the grade of coal.

In Refs [91, 92, 95], the research on methane desorption
processes identified two phases of methane that could be
characterized by different mobilities. The objects in the
research were dried and de-gazed coal samples cut in the
form of cylinders 20 mm long and 8 mm in diameter. This
shape was chosen for better coverage of a radio-frequency
loop of an NMR spectrometer (the loop was confined in a
beryllium ±bronze container located in the gap between
magnetic poles of the NMR spectrometer). The container
was filled with methane under a pressure of 10.0 MPa. The
sample had been exposed to a methane environment for
10 days, until it was completely saturated with gas. As soon
as the gas pressure was released, the methane desorption
process started. It was noticed that during the first minutes of
desorption, only the macropore and crack fractions of
methane escaped from the sample. Gas sorbed by small-
sized and medium-sized pores tended to disappear within a
first few hours, while the rest of the methane, dissolved in the
coal mass, took dozens of hours to exit the sample.

The changes in NMR spectra of methane-saturated coals
illustrate the process of methane desorption from the solid
coal ±methane solution.An example of such a spectrum taken
in conditions most favorable for tracing both the wide and
narrow components is shown in Fig. 13a [90]. As mentioned
above, the structure of coal ±methane NMR spectra are
similar to those of coal ±water systems. Detailed analysis
based on a specially developed computation model [96]
suggests that the narrow NMR line also has a complex
structure (see Fig. 13b) [90, 95]. It can be broken up into two
components havingdifferentwidthsDH3 � 47:7 ± 79:6 Amÿ1

andDH4 � 7:9ÿ 15:9 Amÿ1, corresponding to twomethane
fractions differed in mobilities.

The spectral line with a DH3 width originates from
methane dissolved in a solid mass of coal, while the DH4-wide
line comes from methane sorbed in pores. The desorption of
methane from coal starts immediately after the external gas
pressure is released: gas molecules sorbed by the pores and
cracks go first and are replaced by molecules of gas coming
out of solid solution. The volume of pores and cracks (with
localized free and sorbed methane) in the studied piece of
coal remains constant, so it was suggested considering the
amount of methane contained in them to be constant at

each instant of time as well. This means, in turn, that the
number of hydrogen atoms involved in the formation of the
DH4 � 7:9ÿ 15:9 Amÿ1 component of the narrow NMR
line (which mathematically means the area underneath the
corresponding portion of the curve) can be regarded as
constant. Subtraction of the DH4-component area from the
total area under the narrow line curve (see Fig. 13b) gives the
area under the line formed by protons in the solid coal ±
methane solution (DH3). Using this subtraction method, the
amplitude I3 and the line width DH3 for solid-state methane
were calculated. Their time dependences plotted for the grade
C coal (V g � 31:0%) are shown in Fig. 14 [95].

With time, the overall intensity I3 of the corresponding
line drops, its width DH3 remaining largely the same. This
means that even after dozens of hours from the start of
degassing some methane is still dissolved in the coal. The
way the intensity I3 of theNMRsignal decayswith time is well
suited to the commonly accepted views on the process of
methane desorption out of coal.

The X-ray structural analysis done in combination with
NMR spectroscopy of the same coal samples revealed
changes occurring in the structure of methane-saturated
coal, as opposed to dried coal [95]: the degree j of coal
structure ordering increases, other X-ray structural para-
meters being affected as well. In the course of desorption
these parameters slowly return to their original values. This
confirms the suggestion that methane tends to incorporate
itself into the coal's structure, causing structural changes, and
that these changes are reversible.

6.2 Methane sorption by outburst-hazardous coals
The width DH1 of the narrow NMR line of methane sorbed
by coal (the quantity of methane being the same) depends on
the coal grade. The reason is that sorption properties of coals
of different grades are distinct from each other. As coal
matures, the DH1 value diminishes. DH1 values of NMR
spectra relevant to the same grade of coal with the identical
methane content are the same. This is true for samples taken
from stable and outburst-safe coal beds (pillars). The analyses
of samples of the same grade but taken from outburst-
hazardous and outburst-safe beds have shown that the DH1

value is higher for the former [17]. Thus, the narrow line width
of the NMR spectrum increases by � 13% for grade B
outburst-hazardous methane-saturated coals, and by � 16%
for the grade C coals. This could well be explained by the
results obtained with the NQR spectrometer [97], which show
that in outburst-hazardous coal beds the percentage of
monomer structures increases. Hence, new adsorption cen-
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Figure 13. (a) A coal ±methane NMR spectrum; (b) breakdown into

components of the narrow line assigned to the overall NMR spectrum of a

coal ±methane system [90].
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ters appear that give rise to an increase in the energy of
sorption interactions.

In outbursted coals, the number of sorption centers is
smaller, due to the partial destruction of aliphatic structures
and pores in the coal (see Section 2.3). The research work
described in Refs [97, 98] has shown that if similar pieces of
coal, i.e., those taken from the same bed and of the same
grade, but one taken from a stable zone, and the other from
an outburst zone, are saturated with methane under 10 MPA
pressure, the desorption process after pressure relief would
not go at the same rate. This can be clearly seen by
comparison of the I1=I2 ratio for different samples (see
Fig. 15) [98]. The graph shows that, first, outbursted coal
sorbs lessmethane than pillar coal, and, second, desorption of
methane out of it is much faster. Within 4 to 5 hours there is
almost no methane left in such samples, while complete
desorption from pillar coal takes several days.

The noticed differences in methane desorption rates for
pillar and outbursted coal samples inspired the authors to
develop a system for classification of gas- and geodynamic
phenomenawhich is now patented [99]. It is often necessary to
define the nature of the phenomenon that has taken place:
whether it was a coal or gas outburst or a sudden cave-in of a
steep bed of coal. As can be seen from Fig. 15, the sorption
properties of coals after cave-in are not very different from
those of the pillar part of the same bed, and, thus, desorption
characteristics should be similar as well. This could be used as
a criterion for distinguishing between caved-in and out-
bursted coals. In the past, physically justified criterion did
not exist, and the final decision on the nature of the
geodynamic phenomenon that had already taken place was
made by an expert commission on site.

However, it is quite important to distinguish between
different types of gas- and geodynamic phenomena to
correctly plan the preventive measures to be undertaken. As
a rule, to prevent sudden coal outbursts, measures should be
targeted to the reduction of coal elasticity, while coal beds
that tend to instant cave in already have elasticity factors
quite low even before the start of coal excavation. Wrongly
chosen measures can sometimes provoke or speed up
unwanted gas- and geodynamic phenomena.

To test and quantify this criterion, instrumental monitor-
ing of different gas- and geodynamic phenomena has been

undertaken in coal mines of the Artemugol' and Donetsk-
ugol' coal production companies. On the basis of data
collected, the following criteria was formulated:

B �
�
I1H
I2H
ÿ I1g
I2 g

��
I1g
I2 g

�ÿ1
;

where I1H and I2H are the intensities of the narrow and wide
lines of the NMR spectrum of pillar coal, respectively, and I1g
and I2g are the same intensities for coal after gas- and
geodynamic phenomena. If the resulting value B > 0:6, the
geodynamic phenomenon that has taken place is believed to
be a sudden gas and coal outburst, while B < 0:3 indicates a
cave-in. On the basis of these criteria, the normative
document called ``Means of distinction between sudden coal
caving-in and outbursts for the expert's assessment of gas-
and geodynamic phenomena'' was developed and approved
by the Ministry of Coal Industry and now is used by mining
engineers.

7. Conclusion

In the past, practising mining engineers used empirical
methods for the classification of the coal beds by GP types
(outburst-hazardous, or dangerous to caving-in), prediction,
and prevention of dangerous situations in coal mines.

Due to the successful application of NMR techniques for
the analysis of coal substances and structure, a number of
unknown processes taking place in coals have been discov-
ered. Understanding these processes has helped to improve
the accuracy and reliability of forecasting a methane hazard
in coal mines due to coal outbursts, and has allowed the
planning and undertaking of preventive measures [25, 26,
99 ± 101].

This review was done to attract the attention of scientific
circles to somewhat unusual problems caused by physical
processes that proceed in fossil coals.
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